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Safety Notice
Before operating the sex machine, it is very important to read through this user manual in
its entirety. Critical safety notes must be observed including the following:
- Never operate the machine without proper knowledge and understanding of the
capabilities of the machine.
- Never operate the machine without the knowledge and understanding of the risks
involved with using the machine.
- For penetrative use, always use a good quality lubrication, for both vaginal and anal
use. An absence or lack of lubrication may cause harm or injury.
- Always be aware of show caution to the ‘pinch point’ shown below. The
reciprocating function of the sex machine and the design of the motor body does
require an opening and closing cavity. Objects, fingers, body part/appendages and
liquids should be kept away from this section of the machine at all times. Failing to
keep clear when in use or under manual operation could cause serious injury and/or
damage to the machine. See below:

- Never operate the machine near water or any kind of moisture.
- Never operate the machine with or on any user that is not familiar with penetrative
sex toys.
- Never operate the machine with or on any user that has any kind of medical
condition or injury, internal or external.
- Never operate the machine if any damage has occurred, in new or old state, such as
visual damage and/or internal damage.
- Always use the machine in a safe, private environment.
- Never overload, force or cause the reciprocation to slow down or stop.
- Never allow the machine to overheat.
- Never connect or affix the machine to anything that isn’t well grounded or of
significant mass.
- Never connect the machine to furniture or glass/mirrors.
- Never connect or attach the machine to a door, or any moving structure/object.
- Never use the machine in the shower, bath or any wet areas.
- Never clean the machine with water, only a lightly damp towel or cloth.
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Components
Below is a diagram of the main components included with the Fuck
Machine. At the bottom of the page is a key which relates to
annotations around the diagram. This diagram also shows how to
assemble the legs and suction mounts.
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A = Dildo / Penis Attachment
B = Sex Machine Body / Motor
C = Accessory Indicator Light
D = Main On / Off Switch
E = Adjustable Hinge / Legs
F = Base Mounts
G = Manual Reciprocating Nob
H = Charge Port / Battery Pack Connector
I =- Fold Out Mat
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Assembly
Legs
The leg(s) of the machine arrive disassembled to decrease the size of the
packaging and thus save customers on postage costs. Thanks to the simple to
use hand threads, assembly is easy and takes just a couple minutes. If your
machine comes with multiple leg extensions, be sure to have the alignment as
correct to ensure proper use. The below diagram shows how this model
should look when assembled. The legs must always be tight during use.
Screw in
hand threads

Twist Lock System
The various attachments that the Fuck Machine uses are connected using a
clever twist-lock mechanism that includes voltage contact points allowing
heating or vibration. (Vibration on works for optional accessories).
To connect your attachment, use the alignment tabs to guide the docking
components together, then twist into locking position. This process is
explained further on page 7.
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Operating the Machine
Operating the machine is simple thanks to the wireless remote control.
Starting the machine is explained in this start up guide:
1. Connect machine to power source, wall outlet or Fuck Machine
Battery Pack
2. Turn main switch on machine body
3. Turn on the wireless remote
4. Start using the machine controls and features
5. When finished, turn off at the power source
1
2
3
4

1 = On / Off
2 = Power function. This controls the reciprocating with 3 levels.
3 = Accessory function. This controls the level of power or effect
from either the heating dildo or the vibrating dildo attachment.
4 = High function. This sets both reciprocating power and accessory
power to the highest settings
Note: The wireless controller has a small watch-style ‘coin’ battery contained
inside its casing. If ever you need to change the battery, carefully open the
case from the bottom of the shell and the battery can then be replaced. The
shell then snaps back together.
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Operating the Machine Continued…
Connecting attachments:
Connecting attachments such as the dildo/penis attachment is made easy
thanks to a patented twist-lock design. Simply pair your attachment to the
machine using the guides on the outer edges of both the dildo and the
machine, then twist it into locking position.
Note: The dildo has a top side and a bottom
side, both aspects can be locked into place
depending on your intended use. To change
the aspect, simply disconnect, rotate 180°
and then reconnect the dildo.
Heated Dildo Attachment:
The heated dildo attachment takes its power from the machine, through the
above attaching mechanism. The heating function takes up to 15 minutes to
reach maximum heat, which we advise caution for when using.
Note: Never leave the machine in operation unattended or with the dildo
heater on.
Vibrating Dildo Attachment:
The vibrating dildo attachment takes it power, again from the machine,
through the above attaching mechanism. Its vibrations are controlled from the
wireless remote, shown on the previous page. We advise caution using this
function when using it for the first time as the vibrations are very strong.
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Use with Extension Tube
If you have purchased the Fuck Machine Extension tube connecting
it can increase the reaching distance of the penis attachment,
allowing for more positions to enjoy your machine.
Connecting the Extension Tube is done the same way the dildo
attachment is connected, explained on the previous page. Please see
below a step by step guide as to how the extension tube connects.

1

3

2

4
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Use with Battery Pack
If you have purchased the portable Battery Pack, your machine is no
longer tethered to a wall power outlet. Using the battery pack is very
simple. It connects in the same location that the power cord does.
The pack itself is equipped just two functions:
1. Charging
2. Discharging
On the top of the battery pack, there are symbols/words that
indicate which is which. It is important to never confuse the
input/output functions as this will void the warranty and may cause
damage to your battery pack, battery pack charger or sex machine.
Below are some images showing how the battery pack connects to
your machine.

Charging the battery pack is done using the provided cable and
power adapter. A full charge should take 1-2 hours depending on
battery capacity at the time of charging.
Note: Never let your battery pack fall too low in charge. This may
harm the battery cells, void your warranty and likely decrease the
battery pack performance and longevity. Never leave the battery
pack to sit for longer than 1 month. This may again, do damage to
the battery cells, void warranty and decrease performance.
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Warranty
The full warranty terms and most up to date guarantee for this product can be found on the Fuck
Machine website where you purchased from.
Warranty limitations and warnings include:
Before operating the sex machine, it is very important to read through this user manual in its entirety.
Critical safety notes must be observed including the following:
-

-

-

Never operate the machine without knowledge and understanding of the capabilities of the
machine.
Never operate the machine without knowledge and understanding of the risks involved.
Always be aware of the pinch point shown on page 3. The reciprocating function of the sex
machine and the design of the body does require an opening and closing section. Objects, fingers,
body part/appendages and liquids should be kept away from this part of the machine. Failing to
keep clear when in use or under manual operation could cause serious injury and/or damage to
the machine.
Never operate the machine near water or any kind of moisture.
Never operate the machine with or on any user that is not familiar with penetrative sex toys.
Never operate the machine with or on any user that has any kind of medical condition or injury,
internal or external.
Never operate the machine if any damage has occurred, in new or old state, such as visual
damage and/or internal damage.
Always use the machine in a safe, private environment.
Never allow the machine to overheat.
Never connect or affix the machine to anything that isn’t grounded or of significant mass.
Never connect the machine to furniture or glass/mirrors.
Never connect or attach the machine to a door, or any moving structure.
Never use the machine in the shower, bath or any wet areas.
Never clean the machine with water, only a lightly damp towel or cloth.
Never use or apply any cleaning products, liquid, sprays or gels to the machine.
Never store the machine outside the safe temperature range: 5°C to 40°C.
Never drop or allow the machine to be handled roughly. This may void your warranty.
When travelling with your machine, ensure it is packed careful, as damage obtained within
luggage or storage is not covered by warranty.
Never overload the motor or attachment. When the motor is turned on, free reciprocation should
never be compromised. Overloading the machine or forcefully stopping it from reciprocating will
void the warranty will likely cause damage to the internal components.
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Product Care
To take the best care of your Fuck Machine, we recommend the follow tips:
- Always, always use plenty of lubrication whether you are using the
machine vaginally or anally. It is imperative that lubrication is
maintained throughout use. Failing to do this may cause personal harm
or injury.
- Always keep your machine clean, however only use a damp cloth or
towel. No cleaning products.
- Keep your machine within the safe temperature range of 5°C to 40°C.
- Store your machine appropriately so it’s kept safe, secure and also
private.
- Always allow the attachment to move freely when powered on. Failing
to allow for proper reciprocation may void your warranty and cause
internal component failure.
- Always ensure your machine is correctly secured or mounted when in
use. Failure to secure or ground your machine properly may cause
harm, injury or damage to the machine.
- If you’re not using your machine for some time, consider removing the
wireless remote-control battery.
- Always ensure power is switched off when you are finished using the
machine.
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Troubleshooting
Machine will not turn on

Check power supply and try changing wall
sockets or testing another appliance on the
same power outlet.

Machine turns on, but won’t run smoothly

Check for anything obstructing the
reciprocating shaft with power turned off.

Cannot control function

Try changing the remote-control battery.

Machine works with corded power, but not
the portable battery pack

Check that the battery pack is charged and
ensure you are using the correct
output/input connections.

Cannot secure the machine

Ensure the arms or angling legs are
tightened correctly and assembled
properly.

Heating dildo is not heating

The heating elements within the heating
dildo do take up to 15 minutes to reach
temperature. Ensure time is given and the
accessory indicator light is on.

Power stopped

You may have over loaded the motor. To
avoid damage to the motor, when the
attachment is overloaded, power it
automatically turned off. Stop use, turn off
machine on main switch and disconnect
from power source, before switch on again.

For any further questions about your product, please feel free to contact our friendly
customer support team. Simply head on over to our website where you purchased from,
then send us a message from the “Contact“ form located in both the header and footer
menus.
In the unlikely event that you have any issues regarding your product, please be aware our
staff member will likely request that you take footage/film with a mobile device,
demonstrating the issue you have. We require photographic demonstrations to assist us in
understanding your question or issue. As we are not with you and your product, assisting us
to understand the task at hand will intern help you more efficiently to your satisfaction.
We also require this process for any warranty related matters to keep any unlikely issues on
file.
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Specifications

Fuck Machine Deluxe
Rated Voltage:

100V – 240V 50/60HZ

Rated Power:

35W

Reciprocating Travel:

55mm

Speed:

Up to 90-180 RPM

Remote Control Distance

Up to 3 meters / 10 feet

Machine Length (not inc. legs):

23cm / 9”

Insertable Length (Dildo):

16cm / 6”

Machine Weight (not inc. legs or
matt):

800g / 28 oz
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